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Virtual	Clusters	

I this exerrcise we will learn how to run and interact with Virtual Clusters.  A Virtual cluster is a 

collection of Virtual Machines configured to interact with each other as a traditional Linux cluster 

would. 

Return	to	your	cloud-client	installation	
1. ssh into hotel.futuregrid.org 

2. cd nimbus-cloud-client-020/  

Inspect	the	sample	cluster	file	
 

Open up the file samples/base-cluster.xml.  In it you will find an example virtual cluster 
description.   

1. Notice the two <workspace> entries.   

2. One is named head�node and the other is named compute�nodes 

3. Note the <quantity> tag. There is a single head�node and two compute�nodes 

4. Note the various <roles> tags.  These strings identify code baked into the VM 
associated with this description.  The important thing to note for this example is 

the nfsserver and the nfsclient. 

Launch	a	virtual	cluster	
Now we run a virtual cluster with the following command. 
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Note the last three lines of output.  This tells you where the hostnames of all the new cluster 

nodes.  ssh into the one of the worker nodes.  And check out its file system with the df –h 

command. 

Notice the NFS mounted file system on /home/.  The context broker/agent created a virtual cluster 

with an NFS mounted file system.  Create a file on /home.  Then ssh into the other compute node 

and verify that it is there. 

./bin/cloud-client.sh --run --hours 1 --cluster samples/base-cluster.xml 

…… 

Waiting for context broker updates. 

  - cluster-006: contextualized 

  - wrote ctx summary to '/N/u/bresnaha/nimbus-cloud-client-

020/history/cluster-006/reports-ctx/CTX-OK.txt' 

  - wrote reports to '/N/u/bresnaha/nimbus-cloud-client-020/history/cluster-

006/reports-ctx' 

 

SSH trusts new key for vm-111.uc.futuregrid.org  [[ head-node ]] 

 

SSH trusts new key for vm-112.uc.futuregrid.org  [[ compute-nodes #0 ]] 

 

SSH trusts new key for vm-113.uc.futuregrid.org  [[ compute-nodes #1 ]] 

ssh vm-112.uc.futuregrid.org   

Last login: Fri Jul  1 09:01:19 2011 from 149.165.148.5 

(none) ~ # df -h 

Filesystem            Size  Used Avail Use% Mounted on 

/dev/sda1             2.9G  1.2G  1.7G  42% / 

udev                  1.1G  144K  1.1G   1% /dev 

shm                   1.1G     0  1.1G   0% /dev/shm 

149.165.148.111:/home 

                      2.9G  1.2G  1.7G  42% /home 

149.165.148.111:/etc/grid-security/certificates 

                      2.9G  1.2G  1.7G  42% /etc/grid-security/certificates 
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Examine	Context	Scripts	
Navigate to the directory: /opt/nimbus/ctx-scripts/1-ipandhost 

Look at the scripts nfsclient, nfsserver. 

Terminate	the	cluster	
Recall the handle that was created when your cluster was created and use cloud-client.sh to 

terminate this cluster 

 

 

./bin/cloud-client.sh –terminate –handle cluster-006 


